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CHANGING SYSTEMS, IMPROVING LIVES

LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friend of RSI,

Our theme for RSI’s 2016 Annual Report is “changing systems, improving lives.” This theme reflects the dual approach that 
RSI takes to improving access to justice through court ADR.

• Strengthen court ADR systems to improve the resolution process for whole groups of cases
• Mediate case-by-case, helping parties resolve their disputes one issue at a time

RSI made a major contribution to improving court mediation systems this year with the launch of the Model Mediation 
Surveys. Most courts do not have expert researchers to monitor and evaluate their mediation programs. To meet that need, RSI 
collaborated with the American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution, bringing together expert researchers and 
program administrators to design surveys that can be used by any court to collect high-quality data. Read the article later in this 
report for more about the Model Surveys. 

RSI continues to improve individual lives through direct mediation services. We were thrilled that the Illinois Attorney General
extended our original three-year foreclosure mediation grant for two additional years. Our programs served more than 670 
homeowners in 2016, of whom 174 kept their homes. Importantly, almost every single party (99%) rated the process as fair. 
Read the article later in this report for more about RSI’s program successes in 2016.

I invite you to improve lives and improve systems by supporting RSI. Please make your gift either on our website 
www.aboutrsi.org, or by mail to RSI, 11 East Adams St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60604. 

Thank you for your interest in Resolution Systems Institute and your support.

Sincerely,

Susan M. Yates
Executive Director

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• RSI released the Model Mediation Surveys toolkit, providing courts 

everywhere with precision tools for monitoring their programs

• RSI’s foreclosure mediation programs received a two-year grant extension,
enabling us to continue mediations through May 2018

• RSI put all the pieces in place for our new Child Protection Mediation
Program, securing funding for its pilot phase and approval of the program
rules by the Supreme Court of Illinois

• The District of Columbia selected RSI to conduct an in-depth evaluation of
their Child Protection Mediation Program

• Executive Director Susan M. Yates was named to the National Law Journal’s
inaugural class of ADR Champions

RSI staff engaged in a training 
event for the Lake County 
Foreclosure Mediation Program 
this past February.



FORECLOSURE MEDIATION

“Without the mediator, I would have given up.” 
-17th Circuit Homeowner

233 homeowners served by the mediation program 
69 homes saved through housing counseling & 

mediation services 

KANE COUNTY
16TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT OF ILLINOIS

LAKE COUNTY
19TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT OF ILLINOIS

WINNEBAGO & BOONE COUNTIES
17th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT OF ILLINOIS

RSI’S IMPACT IN 2016

190 homeowners served by the mediation program 
59 homes saved through housing counseling & 

mediation services 

234 homeowners served by the 
mediation program
46 homes saved through housing 
counseling & mediation services 

Since 2014, Resolution Systems Institute has been administering and evaluating foreclosure mediation
programs in Illinois. While the nationwide trend of foreclosures has largely subsided, Illinois is still
hurting. According to RealtyTrac, the state regularly ranks among the nation’s top 5 for rates of
foreclosure.

In light of the ongoing burden Illinois homeowners face, we were relieved and grateful to learn that
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan extended the grant supporting our foreclosure mediation
programs into 2018. We believe the extension was a testament to the positive impact these programs are
having on homeowners, lending institutions and the courts.

This past year, RSI demonstrated how disciplined program monitoring, evaluation and administration
can shape the systems that change people’s lives. In January 2016, Illinois’ 19th Judicial Circuit adopted
new rules governing its foreclosure mediation program, following recommendations based on two years’
worth of RSI monitoring and evaluation. By reducing barriers to entry, the program saw participation
rise more than 56%.

Giving access to this greater number of homeowners meant that more individual homeowners had a
meaningful say in what happened to their homes. Survey results reveal that 95% of participants across all
our programs express satisfaction with the mediation process, and 99% feel the process is fair. By
keeping a carefully trained eye on how these programs perform, we are ensuring that homeowners across
Illinois are given greater agency in the foreclosure process.

In 2016, our three programs served over 670 homeowners. In 172 of those cases, homeowners were able
to keep their homes. We are proud to have designed, and subsequently strengthened, these systems,
which have changed lives.

99% of all RSI program participants believe the process is fair.



CHILD PROTECTION MEDIATION

When a child becomes the victim of abuse or neglect, that experience creates a ripple effect through the life 
of the child. The path forward is fraught. Courts, lawyers and social workers try to guide families toward 
positive long-term outcomes, but they face tremendous challenges.

Mediation is a tool that gives parties -- including natural families, foster families, social workers and 
attorneys -- a more collaborative and less formal forum for tackling those challenges. It provides the space 
and time to address the details critical to the safety and sustainability of a potential solution: Where will 
parties get the counseling, classes and other services they need to become better parents or guardians? Are 
interim arrangements for the parents to see the children safe and appropriate? How can all the parties 
cooperate to ensure the parents are getting the help the need in order for their child to be returned home? 
What will happen to the children if they cannot be safely returned home? 

Looking at the long-term, we hope this program will 
provide the children of Kane County a shorter route to their 
ultimate home, and fewer stops along the way. 

In 2016, RSI began laying the groundwork for a program that addresses these challenges. We strategized 
with the 16th Judicial Circuit Court of Kane County about how to build a program. RSI brought together 
all of the relevant stakeholders to cultivate buy-in and design a program that meets the needs of all involved. 
We consulted with the Court to develop detailed and thorough court rules to govern the program. And we 
secured funding from a coalition of funders to support the pilot phase of the program.

This program is aimed at improving the case resolution processes for all stakeholders involved, while giving 
participants to the mediation a real voice in these disputes.`

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION

 Judicial Enthusiasm
 Stakeholder Buy-In
 Obtain Funding
 Design Program

 Co-Mediation 
Model

 Referral Process
 Monitoring System

 Draft Rules
 Select Mediators

TAKING THE NEXT STEPS

 Train Mediators
 Launch Program
 Provide Ongoing Support to

Mediators
 Malpractice Insurance
 Continuing Education
 Peer Review
 Participant Survey Feedback

 Make a Difference in the Lives of 
Kane County Children & Families



INTRODUCING THE MODEL COURT SURVEYS

Collecting data on court mediation programs is difficult: courts have limited resources that are 
understandably focused on providing services rather than on collecting data. Without reliable, uniform data 
about mediation, however, programs lack the information they need to improve their services and prove 
their worth. This is the vicious cycle which RSI, in partnership with the American Bar Association Dispute 
Resolution Section, sought to address. 

RSI Director of Research Jennifer Shack brought together a nationally-recognized committee of expert 
researchers and program administrators to develop the Model Surveys. Field tested in court programs, the 
surveys are designed to ensure that court programs across the country can utilize the surveys effectively and 
at a low cost. The surveys track details about a program and its outcomes, participant experience and 
mediator quality. 

“This product represents years of careful design and refinement,” notes Shack. “Our hope is that programs 
nationwide will utilize the forms so that they readily have the information they need to evaluate whether 
they are achieving their goals and make the case that mediation participants have a high-quality 
experience.”

Along with the actual survey forms, the Model Surveys provide guidance on how to use them, including an 
overview and instructions on how to modify the surveys for specific programs while maintaining their 
integrity. Each question is annotated, with an explanation of the rationale for the question, the reason it is 
formulated the way it is, and advice on what to do with the results. The Survey developers intended that 
courts in every state will adopt the Model Surveys, giving them the tools to make data-based improvements 
to their program, while potentially establishing an “apples to apples” dataset that could be utilized for 
further research.

The Model Surveys were debuted at the ABA Dispute Resolution Section’s Annual Conference in New York 
last April. They were shared with a number of court ADR professionals from across the country, and 
featured in a number of panels during the conference. In addition, courts in Illinois, Arizona and New 
Hampshire have reached out to us about or are currently working on implementing them in their 
programs.

“This has been a very fruitful partnership and an exciting project. We believe 
that program stakeholders will truly appreciate these tools and that they will 
become a regular fixture in court mediation programs.” 

- ABA Dispute Resolution Section Chair Howard Herman

The Model Surveys are now available to judges, court administrators and all other interested 
parties at http://www.aboutrsi.org/model-surveys.



GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
Court Improvement Program
District of Columbia Courts
Office of the Illinois Attorney General
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY & DONORS

RSI kindly thanks its generous donors for their 2016 contributions!
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Note: RSI was awarded a contract for federal funding running from November 23, 2016. through September 30, 2017. RSI did not recognize or receive
federal funding under the Court Improvement Program for the 2016 fiscal year. For the 2017 fiscal year, $45,000 of the Kane County Child Protection
Mediation Program’s $85,000 budget (or 53%) is non-governmentally funded. The remaining $40,000 (47%) is federal funding in the form of a Court
Improvement Program grant from the Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts.
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